ADRIATIC SAILING
ITINERARIES AND DESTINATIONS SUGGESTION

Route 1: Kaštel Gomilica – Milna – Hvar – Palmižana – Vis – Komiža – Biševo (Blue Cave) – Maslinica – Blue Lagoon (Krknjaši) – Kaštel Gomilica

IMAGE OF THE ROUTE:
Day 0. ½ Saturday: Kaštela – Milna (Brač) (14NM)

Once you got onboard and are all set to go (approximately after check in, Saturday afternoon) the closest point and the usual first stop for charterers is a small and pretty cosy place of Milna on the island of Brač. First dinner whether on board or in some restaurant and afterwards sleepover for another day at sea.

**Bays and anchor:**
- For swim and anchor drop: bay for spending the night: Bobovišća)
- For spending the night: Stiniva bay (before Bobovišća)

Day 1. Sunday: Milna – Hvar (10NM)

Proceed via Hvar, one of the most famous island in Croatia, the island with the most sunny days a year in Croatia.
Day 2. Monday: Hvar – Palmižana (Pakleni islands) (3NM)

It would be a shame not to spend at least a day in the Pakleni island, a small islets not a mile away from Hvar. Perfect nature, crystal clear sea and the environment can make you feel speechless.

**Bays and anchor:**
- For swim and anchor drop: bays on both sides before entering Starigrad (Hvar), bays on Pakleni islands
- For spending the night: Taršće, Zdrlica on Pakleni islands

Day 3. Tuesday: Palmižana (Pakleni islands) – Vis (11NM)

Head over to Vis, experience pure tranquility and let the stress of a daily life simply dissapear.

Day 4. Wednesday: Vis – Komiža (Vis) (5NM)

Discover another paradise on the island, Komiža. Place which exudes Dalmatian arhitecture and Dalmatian cousine. Tiny streets will surely make an impression.
Bays and anchor:
- For anchor drop and swim – Stiniva bay, Stončica bay, Smokova bay, Zaglav bay
- For spending the night: Vis bay, Budikovac bay, Porat on Biševo, Ruda bay

Day 5. Thursday: Komiža (Vis) – Biševo (Blue Cave) – Maslinica (Komiža-Biševo 5NM, Biševo-Maslinica (26NM)

Spot called Blue Lagoon on the island of Biševo will surely leave you in wonder. Visit is suggested early in the morning. Afterward set sail via Maslinica (island Šolta).

Day 6. Friday: Maslinica – Krknjaši – Trogir (Maslinica – Krknjaši 4NM, Krknjaši – Trogir 6NM)

It would be pity not to visit the Green Lagoon, perfectly „colored“ bay on Krknjaši (Drvenik islands). Unforgettable swimming in this area is a must. Last but not least, spend the evening in the charming old town of Trogir. Historical place full of life will spice up your journey.

Bays and anchor:
- For swim and anchor drop: Krušica
• For spending the night: Likva bay, left from Stomorska

**Day 7. ½ Saturday: Trogir – Kaštel Gomilica (8NM)**

Early in the morning head back to our base in Kaštela Gomilica. P.s. fill up your fuel tank. P.s.2 – don't be late for check-out. 😊

*We wish you a pleasant charter!*

*Adriatic Sailing team*